The surgical management of Spitz naevi and atypical spitzoid neoplasms: A review of the literature.
Melanocytic lesions with spitzoid differentiation represent a difficult management paradigm. Spitzoid lesions form a spectrum of distinct entities encompassing Spitz naevi, atypical Spitz naevi and spitzoid melanoma which range from benign to malignant. Differentiation between benign and malignant lesions can be challenging making surgical management difficult. In this article we highlight clinical conundrums regarding Spitz naevi. We review the literature in terms of the newer histological tools available to more explicitly classify these lesions which may have an impact on the clinical care that these patients receive. The article also examines the controversy which surrounds the role of sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) and completion lymph node dissection in the management of melanocytic proliferations with Spitz differentiation.